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THE GREEN SHEET 

Keeneland Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Keeneland Race Course: 2017 Fall Meet 
Tenth Day: Thursday, October 19, 2017 
Post Time: 1:05 P.M. Eastern 
Keeneland Meet Stats: 85-12-15-16—14%W, 51%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
 
RACE ONE 
(#1)C ISLANDSURPRISE: Toss last on turf; salty form on this class level  
(#3)IT’S THE TRUTH: Drops in for a tag for Motion; loves 8.5 furlongs 
(#6)TITANIUM: Steps up in class off last two; wide post draw problematic 
(#2)PRINCESS DROSSIE: Two-for-two going 8.5F; second start off shelf 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-3-6-2 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#6)LITTLE CODE: Improving, should be more forwardly placed at 9F trip   
(#1)GULL ISLAND: Her form has improved on dirt; blinkers “on” noted 
(#4)AUNTIE’S THE ONE: Third behind next-out winner in last dirt start 
(#3)MARLINSPIKE: Regally bred filly should love dirt; like 10-16 blowout 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-1-4-3 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#1)PETE MARWICK: Hooks a soft crew in first start for tag; turf-to-dirt   
(#9)GREELEY CAN WIN: Overcame poor start on debut; great post draw 
(#2)MEILLEUR: He has a license to improve; better on synthetic? 
(#7)BLACK STETSON: He’s sitting on a sharp local gate work; 10-1 M.L. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-9-2-7 
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RACE FOUR 
(#3)MISS KATIE BUG: 3rd in a quick heat on debut; will relish 2-turns, turf   
(#5)PRAIRIE CITIZEN: Rallied from off the pace in 2-turn debut; tighter 
(#9)KABELLA: Split big field from 11-hole on debut; love the stretch out 
(#2)DEADLINE: Good debut effort from tough post draw; like rider change 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-5-9-2 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#8)ALL DAY TRIP: Plummets in class and gets blinks; bred in the purple   
(#9)NEAPOLITAN: First-timer catches a light $30K bunch; great post draw 
(#7)TIZ TOO MUCH: Creeps down in class; improves in 2nd start off shelf 
(#2)STREET LIMIT: Kentucky Downs shipper is better on dirt; on the drop 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-9-7-2 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#9)FIFTH TITLE: Improving colt has never put forth a poor effort on turf   
(#10)GIO’S CALLING: Tighter in second off shelf; likes Keeneland weeds 
(#11)TURF TITAN: Lightly-raced fellow sports sharp form; likely overlay 
(#5)BOMBS AWAY: Never missed tri on turf; jock had 3-bagger Wednesday 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-10-11-5 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#5)OSKAR BLUES: Was in deep in G1 Hopeful; like the 2-turn stretch out  
(#4)QUIP: Game maiden score on debut in 1:10 3/5 at CD; tries winners  
(#6)TRES EQUIS: Bullet work since stakes fiasco; attracts Jose Ortiz, Jr. 
(#3)PLATINUM EQUITY: Has improved since stretching out; has early lick 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-4-6-3 
 
 
RACE EIGHT—Sycamore Stakes (G3T) 
(#2)SOME IN TIEME (BRZ): Huge turn of foot in last 12F start; fires fresh   
(#3)CANESSAR (FR): Eye-catching stateside debut; won 4-of-7 in 2017 
(#9)INFINITE WISDOM: Re-rallied in Laurel Turf Cup; very consistent 
(#13)MANITOULIN: New York invader is in fine fettle; likes local course 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-3-9-13 
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RACE NINE 
(#1)SPINNING SERVE: 2nd from wide draw in debut run; first-Lasix noted   
(#10)CHARM OFFENSIVE: Well-meant out of the box for $40K? Post O.K. 
(#5)SCHOENHARDT: Improved on the dirt; first time for a tag for Van Berg 
(#9)MAKE IT WORK: Turf-to-dirt, route-to-sprint angles may be the ticket 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-10-5-9 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


